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Mans reach goes beyond Earth orbit into deep space, and as you
know, there has been growing interest in trying to decide what will come
beyond the Space Station. In fact, such inquiries are being made today
by the National Commission on Space, for example, to decide and to
justify, in part, the Space Station itself.
The Space Station in the large sense could be considered to be part
of what might eventually be an infrastructure; that is, part of a system
of capabilities which will eventually take man back to the moon, and
then to Mars and beyond.
What roles can tethers play in deep space? With the current
interest in long-term space activities, this question is presently being
addressed. In Advanced Programs, we held sort of a one-day workshop
with a few people from NASA centers at NASA Headquarters to consider the
applications of tethers for planetary missions. The contributors for
this one-day workshop are here today, which is very fortunate. I would
encourage them to specifically attend the Science Applications Panel and
expand on their ideas; the ideas which they contributed to the meeting
at NASA Headquarters.
I will start with the Moon and work outwards (Figure 1). At the
Moon, one proposal which Giusseppe Colombo proposed was simply an
instrument package tethered from a satellite in orbit about the Moon.
It would be in a polar orbit so that complete coverage of the Moon could
be obtained. The satellite could be at a high and safe altitude, say
300 km. Because of the Sun and Earth perturbations, the lifetime of a
lower satellite could be short, perhaps a few months, before it would
impact the Moon.
Now the tethered instruments could be as close to the Moon "as
desired, perhaps a few kilometers, with the satellite remaining in a
stable lunar orbit. It may be necessary to adjust the tether length
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occassionally to prevent impact of the instrument package. This mission
would result in high resolution data for gravimetric measurements, gamma
ray spectrometer measurements, and so forth.
Now I will move on to something which is much more in the future
and this is an idea by Joe Carroll (Figure 2). He'll probably discuss
it in a panel session. This idea is to build a sling on the surface of
the Moon which would take solar energy, for example, and build up
momentum of the sling. Two payloads would be at the tips of the sling
and each would be released at a precise time. The payload at each end,
assumed to be rocks, would be only ten kilograms. The advantage is that
10kg could be launched every five minutes, amounting to 1,000 tons per
year. Once certain amounts were in orbit, they would be collected by a
Lunar Orbiting Tether Station (LOTS) (Figure 3).
Half of these rocks would then be loaded into an Aerobraking Ferry
Vehicle (AFV), deployed on a tether, spun up, and released to transearth
injection. The momentum lost by the station would be recovered by
ejecting the other, half of these rocks back to the Moon. This allows
transportation of lunar material to the Earth without use of
propellants. The problem of lunar orbit debris still has to be
addressed. At Earth, the AFV aerobrakes into LEO and rendezvous with a
Tether and Materials Processing Station (TAMPS). An unloaded AFV is
then returned to the Moon to repeat the process.
Now, moving on to Mars (Figure .4), there is a Mars Aeronomy Orbiter
(MAO) being planned by NASA. This is different from the Mars.Orbiter
which is currently planned for launch in the late '80s. The MAO mission
would be launched in '94 or '96, and is included in NASA's Solar System
Exploration Committee (SSEC) Core Program.
This application would simply use a tether to enhance the planned
Mars orbiter. The purpose of the mission itself is to analyze the
atmospheric composition and chemistry for one Martian year. The" idea of
the tether would be to send instruments to lower altitudes periodically
for in-situ measurements. That is, a tether, say 200 km in length,.
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would not simply;be deployed and left deployed. The instrument package
would be deployed periodically, maybe every two months, for a period of
a few hours and then retrieved. During deployment, the instrument
package would make measurements of the upper atmosphere of Mars at that
lower altitude. This would enhance the science benefits that you would
get from just the orbiter. Cost, of course, would increase.
In a radically different application, it is proposed that a tether
can be attached to an asteroid during a spacecraft flyby and, holding
the length of the tether fixed, to cause the spacecraft to rotate around
the asteroid at a fixed radius (Figure 5). The tether can then be
released and the spacecraft will go off in a different direction.
This is exactly what happens with the gravity assist technique.
The gravity of a large body causes the direction of a spacecraft to
change thus producing a gravity assist. For example, Voyager 2 flew by
Saturn in '81, and will reach Uranus-this coming January. It could not
have done that without the gravity assist of Saturn. In this
application, an asteroid could be chosen which was between Earth and
Mars and used essentially in what would be an artificial gravity assist
mode.
At launch, then, the total energy would not be necessary. Only the
energy to get to the asteroid would be needed. The tether attachment
and fly around would provide the gravity assist. The length of the
te.tner need only be one or two kilometers long. You would have to have
some means, of course, of flinging the tether and attaching it to the
asteroid, and then detaching it after you swing around the asteroid.
You would need, according to the velocities that would be required for
the fly-by, a'material which was two or three times stronger than
Kevlar.
That incidently is something that should be considered in
general. That is, we talk about Kevlar, and sometimes we restrict our
analysis to the strength of Kevlar. In most cases, this is quite
appropriate; However, that doesn't mean it should be exclusive. We
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should also look at possible missions, even in Earth orbit, which may
require materials which are stronger than Kevlar. And, as Joe Carroll
has said, there are materials which are stronger than Kevlar. This will
expand the types of applications that we can look at.
Now, lets go on to artificial gravity. It's possible to have a
manned mission to Mars and physiologically require artificial gravity.
If that turns out to be the case, how do we get artificial gravity?
We can get it through rotation, and I have shown here in Figure 6
two possible,concepts of a transfer vehicle which would go from the
Earth to Mars. The concept on the left is based on the planned space
station technology. There would be four manned modules two at each end
of a rotating beam. Two manned modules are shown at the bottom of the
station. The length of the structure from the center of mass, where the
solar dynamic power system is located, is 100 meters. Now, you would
not rotate the whole system. The solar dynamic power system itself
would be despun and pointed to the sun. The part that spins is simply
the beam to which two manned modules at each end are attached. This
would be a dual spinning system. ,
Also, in order to service the subsystems, and transfer men and
supplies to the modules, an elevator which travels along the rotating
beam would be ued. It would carry men to the center hub and also to the
other side of the two modules. This system would remain spinning until
it reached Mars,, and then it could be de-spun with the rocket motor
shown below the modules.
It is also possible to rendezvous with this spinning system. There
would be a de-spun docking platform off the center hub where docking
would occur. Then when the rotating beam aligned with the docking
system, it would attach to the rotating system. The men and supplies
would then transfer to the rotating beam.
Now the system could be simplified by using a platform, as shown.on
the right.side of Figure 6. The platform for economy could use solar^
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arrays instead of a solar dynamic system. The subsystems are at the
center, including the reel mechanism for the tether system. The two
manned modules (this is only a two module system), would be extended on
a ten kilometer tether and then use a propellant motor, located
underneath the manned modules, to spin the total system. The solar
panels, however, would be de-spun. This is obviously a much simpler
system; a smaller system and less costly. This would, in fact, be a
better system for artificial gravity, because now, for Mars gravity, for
example, the rotating arm length is three kilometers, not just a hundred
meters. The disadvantage of this system is the high spin velocity
required, i.e., 125 meters per second, versus 20.
In Figure 6, the rotation rates are given in the tables. For a
level of 1-g, the station would rotate once every twenty seconds. This
rate is quite fast and may introduce strong Coriolis forces. The
tethered platform system on the other hand would rotate roughly once
every hundred seconds resulting in considerably lower Coriolis forces.
Now, concentrating on Mars itself, it is possible to use tethers to
provide a transportation system for payloads which are coming to the
surface from escape, and which are leaving Mars and escaping from Mars
itself (Figure 7). This method utilizes the two satellites of Mars;
Phobos and Deimos. These satellites, 10-20 km in diameter, are large
enough to be considered to be stations in orbit about Mars. At each,
tethers could be extended upwards and downwards with the lengths given
in Figure 7. At Phobos for example the downward tether is 1160 km, and
the upward tether is 9^0 km as shown on the left. At Deimos, the
downward tether is 2960 km and the upward tether is 6100 km.
These are quite long, and it turns out they can weigh a few to many
tons. A Kevlar tether, with a diameter of three or four millimeters is
quite strong enough to handle 20,000 kg payloads. '
To understand how this system would work, consider a payload
tethered upward 375 km from a spacecraft in a 400 km altitude orbit..
When released, the payload would rise to an altitude 1160 km below
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Phobos, and have the right velocity to rendezvous with a hanging tether
from Phobos.
To continue the operation, the payload would then have to climb
that 1160-kilometer tether to the other side of Phobos and up the 9!*0-km
tether. It could then be released and be on an orbit whose altitude is
sufficient to reach the lower tip of the 2960 km tether at Deimos,
There would be no velocity difference there (or anywhere else) so that
no propellants are used at all, except for corrections and rendezvous.
When the payload is released at the end of the 6100-km tether at Deimos,
it will escape from Mars. A spacecraft which is coming into Mars on an
escape trajectory could rendezvous with the 6100-km tether and be
brought down to Deimos and then to Phobos, and then to low orbit. The
tether mass here, using Kevlar, ranges anywhere from three-tenths of the
payload mass to roughly five. This is quite acceptable for a system
which is intended to have repeated use. Novel ideas will be needed to
construct and maintain this system. Also, we still have the problems
which Joe Carroll alluded to, and that is micrometeoroid impact causing
the tether to be cut. This can be handled with redundant systems and
rapid repair. . .
There has been considerable study at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
on collecting comet or asteroid samples and returning them to Earth. Of
particular interest is a comet sample return. The conventional approach
would be to rendezvous with the comet or asteroid and release a lander
(Figure 8). The lander would drill for a core sample, return to
rendezvous with the oribter, and finally the sample would be brought
back to Earth. The cost estimate is $1 billion or more, somewhat like
the Viking mission to Mars.
A tether approach would be not to rely on a lander for sample
collection but simply to have tethered penetrators which could collect
samples. The rendezvous with the comet or asteroid may be very close,
such as 50-100m, so that the tether need not be very long. The-tethered
penetrator would be ejected from the spacecraft into the comet, and
samples would then be returned via the tether to the spacecraft itself.
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What could the penetrator look like? First, the penetrator would
have enough force to dig into the comet, and the shell of that could
remain with the comet (see Figure 9). Holes in the shell would allow
material to enter a cup inside the shell. A means other than holes may
be devised. After penetration, an explosive charge could force a cap to
seal the cup, and blow the cup from the shell. Using rotation to cause
tension in the tether, the spacecraft could then reel in the cup (this
may be a complex procedure) and store it into a compartment for return
to Earth. . . .:•
Now with several of these penetrator/sampler systems on a
spacecraft it is possible to collect samples from different spots on the
comet, as opposed to the lander, or to collect samples from other
bodies. The lander and penetrator methods are complementary. The
lander provides single very deep sample, whereas the penetrator can
provide smaller samples from different parts of the comet or asteroid.
Combinations of tether techniques discussed so far may be used in
an ambitious main belt asteroid tour and sample return, as shown in-
Figure 10. Now, I will discuss the fascinating area of electrodynamic
tethers at Jupiter (Figure 11). '
Jupiter has a strong magnetic field, about twenty times that of
Earth. However, distances of Jupiter orbits are also larger, which tend
to counterbalance the effects. We know that strong electric fields are
present in Jupiter's magnetosphere; because of lo's flux tube, for
example. Thus, if electrodynamic tethers work well at Earth, they
should work even better at Jupiter. This, of course, has to be shown.
What we can do is make the computations for Jupiter that are made -
for Earth, and an important parameter is the induced voltage in a
conducting wire. In computing this, how does the rapid rotation of
Jupiter affect the calculations? "
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Specifically, this is a question which I wish to throw out to
you. With Jupiter's rapid rotation of one revolution per ten hours, it
turns out that if you get beyond 2.2 Jupiter radii (1.2 in, altitude) the
magnetic field is rotating faster than the satellite. If that is the
case, then Jupiter's magnetic field is rotating faster than a satellite
in circular orbit. That means that you not only get power with an .
electrodyna.mic tether, but also thrust. . . .
At the Ear.tn, below the geosychronous orbit, the satellite is.
moving faster around the Earth than the magnetic field, and so you get
drag. That is, you lose orbital altitude when you use the
electrodynamic tether to draw power. . . . , .. . ;,
At Jupiter, the electromagnetic field is going .faster.above 2.2
Jupiter radii, so that means that-you get thrust, in addition,to power,
with t h e tether. . - . . - . . : . . . . . .
I would assume that this is the case. This should be looked at, of
course. And so, when I show here minus'150 volts per, kilometer of
conducting tether at the Earth, I'm indicating drag. If.you had a low
Jupiter orbit,, the orbital period is faster than .the rotational.period,
and it's minus 10 kilovolts per kilometer. You switch from 150 v.olts to
10 kilovolts. If you go up to lo's orbit, the voltage per kilometer is
a plus 108 volts per kilometer, which -is of ..the prder of low Earth
orbit, but positive. . • ...\. •
So, the strong Jupiter magnetic field, because you are further
away, gives you the equivalent of Earth's magnetic field at lo.
Then, of course, if you go further out, you get lower magnetic
field strength, and hence lower voltages per kilometer, of,tether
reducing the power that you could get frpm the system. . .
 :
The applications of such a tether at Jupiter are.numerous.- Close .
in to Jupiter, the spacecraft could sample the atmosphere or produce
drag. At higher altitudes, the thrust on the tether could aid satellite
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tours, increase orbital inclination, or rendezvous with a Galilean
satellite. In general, the electrodynamic tether would simply help you
wherever thrust and power are needed.
The Sun also has a strong magnetic field and a large solar wind.
These may be used to draw power, or create drag or thrust as proposed by
the Nobel prize winner Hans Alfven. (Figure 12)
Finally, there are other ideas (Figure 13) which I will just throw
out here.
1. Anchored lunar satellite proposed by Jerome Pearson in 1979. This
is a very long tether off the moon, in order to fling lunar
material out towards the L5 point, for example.
2. Use tethers to catch aerobrake vehicles from GEO, Moon and Mars.
This would decrease the propellant requirements.
3. Rotating tethers for sensitive gravimetric measurements. Long
tethers for sensitive gravity wave detection. The latter was
proposed by Bertotti and Thome. .
U. Sample atmospheres of planets using tethers, or scoop the
atmosphere for propellant production. Gather up oxygen, for
example, with a tethered scooper.
5. Use a ribbon tether for cosmic dust collection, or fly by a comet
using a ribbon tether. That is, as you fly by, the comet dust
would stick to a deployed ribbon tether, and then be reeled in to
be returned back to Earth.
6. Use a tether to capture particles in Saturn's rings. You could
orbit Saturn very close to the rings; even above it using low
thrust, so that you are in a minor circle instead of a major circle
in orbit about Saturn. As the spacecraft orbits above the rings,
it can extend a rotating tether, for example, to collect particles
in the rings themselves.
Some of these are naturally very futuristic type applications, but
we can start thinking about these ideas today.
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